


A Recollective Prospectus for the West Austin Neighborhood Park

At 1317 W10th Street

By Elan Retzlaff

I, Elan Retzlaff, respectfully submit this Recollective Prospectus for West Austin Park, located at 1317 W.

10th St., bordered by W. 9th St., Maufrais St., and W. 9 ½ st. I acknowledge the April 2012 City of Austin

resolution that an approved master plan needs to be in place before any amenities can be added or altered

and explain below why I chose a recollective approach instead of a master planning process for this

prospectus. I firmly believe that not only does the prospectus fulfill the city’s requirement of providing a

project outline and timeline, but surpasses the master plan in consideration of the needs of the community

and landscape by including critical analysis of the history of this land, it’s inhabitants, and the larger

cultural landscape of the Austin area.

BACKGROUND

Reason for the development of a Recollective Prospectus

In 2009, the Friends of West Austin Park group (FOWAP) was formed to produce a park

improvement plan based on that community's belief that partnership with a private firm was the only way

to prevent the park’s pool from being shut down and provide resources for the rest of the park amidst the

city’s lack of money. FOWAP contracted with the landscape architecture firm TBG Partners later that year

and, with the support of the Old West Austin Neighborhood Association (OWANA), in 2013 submitted an

official Conceptual Master Plan to the city. Using the guidance of two public surveys and a Parks and

Recreation Department (PARD) site analysis FOWAP’s presented master plan claims to be “a cohesive,

long range vision for the property” that “provides short and long term strategies that help ensure

comprehensive improvements and long term viability of the community park as a resource.”1 I believe

that, while the Conceptual Master Plan provides a valuable report on the community's surveyed needs and

ideas for improvement, it fails to deeply consider the cultural, developmental, racial, and socio-economic

history of the land and so its proposed actions do not fully address the needs of the community. This

prospectus re-interprets the information offered in the Conceptual Master Plan alongside a larger survey

of historical perspectives to present an edited plan for park alterations that takes a compostist approach to

socially and ecologically repairing this park.

Image analysis of FOWAP’s Conceptual Master Plan

1 Kazzoun, Joe, Marjorie Moore, and Marion Cimbala. “West Austin Park Conceptual Master Plan.”
Austin TX: TBG Partners, January 7, 2013. p.3



Fig. 2 is a map of improvements to be made to the West Austin Neighborhood Park that was

drawn in 2013 as part of the Old West Austin Neighborhood Association & the Friends of West Austin

Park’s proposal for renovations within the city park. The image is a satellite photograph of the area with

low value and contrast that then has a drawing of the park on top of the satellite image that depicts

existing and proposed features of the park. The colors in the drawing are much more vibrant than the

photograph, which draws the viewer into the center of the image and the imagined park it portrays. The

bright colors and clean lines of the drawing communicate a feeling of ease and happiness to the viewer

and emphasizes the green spaces and trees present in the plan. By making the satellite image less vivid

and overlaying a stylized representation of the area, however, the image makes the actual landscape of the

park unable to be seen. Objects and areas within the drawing are labeled with a brief description of the

item or area and include language like “existing” and “upgraded” to differentiate what is already present

in the park and what only exists in the imagined landscape of the renovation. For example both a “new

swing set” and “existing swing set” are marked on the map. Some features, like the “Trex Deck with

Seating”, the “Terraced Garden”, and the “Green Screen” do not announce if the are “existing” or

“upgraded” leaving a viewer who has not visited the park unclear of what is already a part of the

landscape and and what is imagined. In contrast to the clearly labeled, and therefore stable in time and

perception, “Enhanced Off-Leash Area” these unspecified features intentionally leave the viewer lacking

information about the land and the ideas presented. The Friends of West Austin Park, many of whom live

in the Clarksville neighborhood surrounding the park, created this image with the intention to sell the idea

of the “enhanced” park to the city and to fellow neighborhood residents.

BACKGROUND

Land History

Prior to imperial American genocide and relocation, the central Austin area was inhabited by the

Nʉmʉnʉʉ Sookobitʉ (Comanche), Coahuiltecan, Ndé Kónitsąąíí Gokíyaa (Lipan Apache), Tonkawa, and

Jumanos peoples.2 In the late 1700’s, colonizers from Spain established temporary missions in the area,

and in the 1830’s European settlers established the village of Waterloo. In 1839 Waterloo was selected as

the site of the new capital of the Republic of Texas, and was renamed “Austin” after Stephen F. Austin,

the recently deceased Secretary of State for the Republic.3

The Clarksville neighborhood in Austin is named after the Clarksville Freedmen Community,

which was established in 1871, when Griffin Clark, a white man, bought two acres of land in West Austin

3 “Brief History,” City of Austin History Center: Our Collections (Austin History Center), accessed April 15,
2022, http://www.austinlibrary.com/ahc/briefhistory.htm.

2“Native Land Map,” Native Land Map, October 8, 2021, https://native-land.ca/..



and developed it as a neighborhood of residential properties for Black Austinites.4 The story goes that

when Clark returned from military service in the Civil War he showed his gratitude to the black people

who had provided community and support to his family in their patriarch's absence by creating the

Clarksville community. This gilded summary of the narrative does not address which military Clark had

been a part of, but-based on location- it can be assumed that he was a member of the confederate army.

The censored story also does not disclose if Clark had been enslaving the people who were caring for his

family prior to the verdict of the civil war. The language commonly used to discuss Clark and his actions,

the name of the neighborhood for instance,  centralizes him in the historical narrative and pays him undue

glory. In reality real-estate transactions like Clark’s intervention as middle-man in Clarksville often

resulted in lifelong debts due by the resident to the “founder” that gave him both continued power over

the land and power over the lives of its “owners”. This system of racial micromanaging could be seen as a

reflection of the White urge to infantilize Black adults fed by the white American racial superiority

complex prevalent at the time.5 The patriarchal landlord role taken on by Clark should not be overlooked

in favor of a utopian narrative of gratitude. Despite the racist ideology present in the founding of

Clarksville the community was very successful, thriving and continuing to grow and prosper for the next

50 years. In 1928 however, the City of Austin initiated a large infrastructural redesign of the city, outlined

in A CIty Plan for Austin, Texas from the Koch and Fowler Consulting Engineers company.The ‘Master

Plan’ by the firm Koch and Fowler, proposed a “Negro District.” Black families were not required to live

in this district, but had access to schools and other services only in this part of town. Zoning laws were

weaker in this part of town, so industrial facilities were less regulated. In 1935, the New Deal introduced

home-owning incentives of government-backed mortgages, except in areas that were deemed hazardous

and “redlined.” The “Negro District” of East Austin was the largest redlined area of Austin.  Interstate 35

was built in 1962, and continued the role that its predecessor road, East Avenue, had played in dividing

East and West Austin, segregating African American residents East of the divide. 6

The 1928 Koch and Fowler Master Plan shows that the West Austin Park did not exist prior to the

implementation of the design, but it is listed as a proposed parkway.7 The park is just East of the

Clarksville boundary of West Lynn Avenue but is within the “Clarksville Neighborhood area” in the

contemporary cultural landscape of Austin. Most of the ‘original’ houses surrounding the park were built

7O. H. Koch, “PDF” (Austin TX, January 14, 1928).

6Dan Zehr, “Inheriting Inequality: Austin's Segregation and Gentrification,” Statesman In-Depth (Austin
American Statesman, 2002), https://projects.statesman.com/news/economic-mobility/.

5 Michael Trotti. “Freedmen and Enslaved Soil: A Case Study of Manumission, Migration, and Land.”
The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 104, no. 4 (1996): 455–80.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4249603.

4 Clarksville (Austin History Center, 1970), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTIRTFvKEu0.



around the 1940’s- showing the expansion of the Clarksville neighborhood after white occupation.8 This

first gentrification of the area can also be seen in the park’s previous identity as an industrial area

surrounding the family homes of the Maufrais family, who started their prolific Maufrais Concrete

Company out of their yards bordering the park.9 The land was exploited by industry when it was low

value land surrounding a Freedman community, creating a decimated canyon that was then turned into a

park to entice White Austinites to relocate into the area. Clarksville was gentrified again in the 1970s and

80s as white people discovered the eccentric community of creatives that had formed in the area around

legendary beloved Neighborhood residents like Seymour Washington.10 Clarksville had also been redlined

in the 1930s, and as a result, many Black residents there rented rather than owned their homes. They were

quickly displaced by developers eager to sell to newcomers. The lack of generational wealth in East

Austin, and the continued prosperity of Austin have led to rapid gentrification there in recent years as

well.11

Park Maintenance Project History

In 2006 the local Canine Social Club (CSC) funded a large-scale project that aimed to prevent

erosion in the sloped dog park by installing tiered blocks of stone to support the hillside. In 2011the pool

was renovated with a new filtration and circulation system. In 2011 through 2012 the OWANA Parks

Committee, FOWAP, PARD, and the Austin Parks Foundation collaborated over 18 months to renovate

the original Park Shelter house from 1930 and installed a new roof on the building. Also in 2012, the

parks committee partnered with Austin Urban Forestry to build an enclosed water tank with a solar

powered irrigation pump. As part of this initiative 6th graders from nearby Mathews Elementary were

helped by the Tree Folks company to plant tree saplings around the tank and mulch the area.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Resources and Services Currently Provided by the Park

Complete with a pool, dog park, playscape, basketball court, picnic tables, community garden,

and a baseball field, this pocket neighborhood park attempts to provide for a diverse range of visitor

interest within the small basin it inhabits. The park is frequently visited by Mathews Elementary school

students, many of whom utilize the playscape and fields for socializing after school with their families in

11Zehr, “Inheriting Inequality: Austin's Segregation and Gentrification”
10 Clarksville (Austin History Center, 1970), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTIRTFvKEu0.
9 Kazzoun, Moore, and Cimbala. “West Austin Park Conceptual Master Plan.”

8 City of Austin, Texas. (2018, March 22.) Memo TO: Members of the Historic Landmark Commission
and Steve Sadowsky, RE: 1404-1410 West Ninth Street, 905 Maufrais Street, including St. Philip’s
Anglican Church (NRD-2017-0087, -0088, -0089, -0090, -0091) (4816-1768-1496.v1). City of Austin,
Texas. https://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=295431



addition to the periodic class groups that visit the park during their school day for educational and

recreational purposes. Mathews is located three blocks West of the park.12 Birthday parties and other

celebrations often occur on the park land, including large-scale community festivities hosted every year

for Easter and the 4th of July. During the summer the public pool is a cornerstone of the community, with

neighbors often returning multiple times throughout the day to cool off. Despite its compact size, the

round, shallow pool is well suited for hosting the socialization, relaxation, and splashing for which the

greater Clarksville community depends on it.  Informal soccer, kickball, field hockey, handball, and

ultimate frisbee games can sometimes be found happening on the sloped former baseball field in the

mornings before the heat sets in and limited, informal, basketball games can also be accommodated by the

park’s single basketball hoop. The field is more often used by older children for large-scale imaginative

play and dog-owners exercising their pets.

A controversial asset of the park is the off leash dog area, Which was designated and enclosed in

2002. The fenced in dog area stretches from the park entrance at the end of Maufrais Street until it is

intercepted by 9th Street and is about 132 feet deep at its widest. The dog park, currently featuring one

double-gated entrance and one single-gated entrance, is used heavily. The ground cover mostly consists

of bare dirt, and a large wall of sandstone blocks attempts to restrain the natural slope of the area. Inside

the enclosure are two picnic tables (two of the original three in the park), one mature tree, several juvenile

trees, and a water spigot. This aspect of the park specifically draws a larger volume of commuting visitors

from the larger area, including hosting specific breed-owner events and gatherings.

A valuable, though unofficial, asset of the park is the “bamboo forest” - a dense cluster of

bamboo behind the swing area that has spread from a neighboring yard. This growth, though it is an

invasive species introduced to the area through landscaping aesthetics, is a well-used resource for

imaginative play for the older children in the area. The straight, strong shoots of the plant naturally lend

themselves to the creation of structures and tools, and the tall dense nature of the patch is ideal for hiding

and exploring. Bamboo is invasive in Central Texas, and some see this feature as a detriment.

Image Analysis of Fig. 1

Most Texan parents have a photo of their children sitting in bluebonnets in their albums or archives.

Bluebonnets are the Texas state flower and every year when they bloom people flock to parks, fields, and

sometimes strangers' yards to take portraits. Conveniently, Easter falls right in the middle of bluebonnet

season, which is one of the only two days a year that many Texans dress up for church. So after the Easter

service, while everyone is still in their Sunday best, you head to the nearest clump of flowers and get

some nice pictures to put on the Christmas card.

12 “Welcome to Mathews!,” Mathews Elementary, accessed April 15, 2022, https://www.mathews360.com/.



Figure 1 is a picture of me at age 4 and my brother, Jesse aged 9, in a patch of bluebonnets down

the street from our house in Austin TX, 78703. It was taken on Easter Sunday in 2005, by our mother

Carmen. I am wearing a light blue formal dress and playing with a flower while Jesse is wearing a green

T-shirt and brown casual pants and is scowling with his head turned away from the camera. We are both

seated in the grass, Jesse is slightly further up the hill, and surrounded by clumps of bluebonnets that

extend to the edges of the frame. The top of Jesse’s head is cut off by the frame, along with the building to

his left- which is barely visible along the top edge of the picture, but there are no other elements of the

landscape that can be seen in the photo. The image is colorful and bright, and it is not difficult to imagine

the field of flowers extending infinitely behind the frame of the picture.

These photos actively avoid capturing anything but the flowers and the subjects in the frame. You

can see in Fig. 1 that when the surrounding world encroaches into the scene in the form of the building on

the top left, part of the subject's head is cut off rather than include more of the structure in the picture.

:) Awesome trees

* Mud puddles

o Incidents

A. Swings

B. Playscape

C. Tunnel

D. “Solar Cistern”

E. Public Pool

F. The West Austin Shelter House constructed in 1930

G. Garden

H. 6th/Pressler Bus Stop

I. Austin Fire Station 4, the oldest operating station in the Austin FIre Department and the

only station dating back to the use of horse drawn fire fighting in Austin.

J. Dog Park (no kids allowed)

K. Mathews Elementary School est. 1916

L. St. Francis Episcopal Church and then later St. Philip’s Anglican Church

M. [resource] Ants



N. [resource] Loquats
O. [resource] BB Darts
P. [resource] Onions
Q. [resource] Bamboo

R. Bamboo Forest

S. Hannah's Apartment (circa. 2003-2014)

T. Elan’s house (circa. 2001-2016)

U. David Warner's House (circa. 2000-2022)

V. Tennis Court
Skate Park
Field.

W. [Figure 1] Elan Retzlaff and Jesse Macicak, aged 4 and 9, pictured seated in a patch of

bluebonnets on Easter Sunday, 2005.

X. [Figure 3] Mathews Elementary 6th grade student volunteers planting new trees in the

West Austin Neighborhood Park, with the help of the Tree Folks landscaping professionals, in

December 2012.

Y. [Figure 4] Ceramic dog bone tags featuring the names of community members' beloved

deceased pets hung on the dog park fence.

Z. [Figure 5] All pets on leash sign at the park entrance on Maufrais st. placed on August 10,

2005 after a pet cat from the 906 Maufrais st. household was killed by a unleashed dog. The sign

pole was removed in 2022.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

OWANA Surveys

An online survey was posted by the OWANA Parks Committee in June of 2008 to gather input on

the park and the existing non-useable tennis court. The survey was distributed via the neighborhood

listserv, announced at neighborhood meetings and a large banner was hung in the park with survey



information. A second neighborhood survey was created and distributed in 2010. 13 Feedback indicated

that community members were frustrated by the unused defunct tennis courts, either wanting their use as

courts restored or wanting the space to be usable in some other way. Many people felt that the area could

better serve adolescents and older adults visiting outside of bringing children (or dogs), and there was an

almost unanimous call for more seating and shade. When asked what they would like to see added to the

park, many of the surveyees imagined variations on a conversation garden with fountains, benches, and

raised beds. These visions reflect classic European and British portrayals of landscape that, in practice,

would seem out of place on the edge of the Chihuahuan Desert, and are not - in fact- visions of public

land but exclusionary estates. The desires expressed in these imagined gardens- a relaxing place to be in

community with your neighbors and plants as well as the social centering of water- are needs that can be,

and have been and continue to be outside of colonial societal structure, met by establishing a meaningful

connection with the land that supports one's community. Decolonizing our visions of the future can help

us avoid the forceful, possessive connotations of a “Master Plan” and the colonial ideal that the FOWAP

conceptual master plan imposes on the land, and acknowledging the distortions seen through the lens of

white experience can help us discern what structures and plans only serve white comfortability and ego.14

Though the two surveys have essentially the same questions, there are some notable differences in

the answers received. Most dramatic is the shift in opinion of the dog park over the span of only two

years. In 2008, “a place to take the dog” was the second least favored response to the question “what do

you use/value West Austin Park for most?”, receiving barely half the votes “just open green space” got. In

2010, however, the top responses to the question: “How do you use West Austin Park?” were “Green

space to relax” with a 71.4% vote, and “take your dog to the off leash area” which tailed closely at 60%.

Furthermore, the generally negative feedback in the 2008 survey with one answerer saying “Although I'm

glad folks have a place to take their dogs I think it has really ruined the park. Its dirty and that whole area

needs to be green again It needs to look like a park not a stinky piece of dirt” and many people remarking

that they felt like the park did not consider the needs of non-dog-owners is suddenly replaced in 2010

with 8 out of 30 responses to the question “What do you think is important or value most in West Austin

Park?” bringing up the dog park area. Three other responses mention dogs enjoying the park without

specifically referencing the off leash area. I did not expect the two surveys to so decisively favor different

views of the dog park.

2022 interview

14 Berger, Martin A. Sight Unseen: Whiteness and American Visual Culture. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2005. Chapter 2: Landscape Photography & The White Gaze

13 Kazzoun, Moore, and Cimbala. “West Austin Park Conceptual Master Plan.”



I interviewed Hannah McCoy-Bae about the value and influence of the park as remembered from

her time regularly visiting the West Austin Park. The interview was conducted on 4/1/22 and recorded

with her permission. Hannah lived at 808 Winflo Dr, Austin, TX 78703 from around 2002 to around

2014. The apartment was also home to Hannah’s mother, Alice McCoy-Bae, a Korean immigrant and

language professor at the University of Texas at Austin.  Hannah grew up visiting West Austin Park, and

is now a student and resident assistant at the University of Texas at Dallas. She is active in student

organizations and is a psychology major. It is important to note that as an Asian-American and

single-parent household, the Bae’s were a part of a small minority of neighborhood occupants who

weren't upper-middle class, white, nuclear families- as this lack of uniformity to the image of the

stereotypical neighborhood resident informs her experiences of and social interactions in the park. I asked

Hannah what elements or locations in the park she remembered vividly, and heard several characteristics

that I had also singled out in my remembering of the landscape. We both vividly remembered a particular

tree, wild onions, and battling other children in the thick patch of bamboo. Hannah expressed occasionally

feeling less welcome in areas as a non-white adolecent and when she was alone in the park, but wanted to

make clear that her experience of the park was a predominantly positive one. If she were to improve the

park, Hannah would expand the garden, offer free personal hygiene products in the shelter house

bathrooms, and add more trees and benches throughout the area.

ISSUES AND NEEDS ANALYSIS

Maintenance and Repair Needs

Periodic maintenance of the pool, playscape, swing set, playscape and swing area flooring, water

fountain, walkways, and bathrooms is necessary for the continued use of the park, and all of these features

should be checked, cleaned and repaired before any project can begin in the park. The park shelter house,

built in 1930, is in need of a new roof and new electrical wiring, and the walls and foundation should be

repaired and stabilized if necessary.

A necessary repair to the West Austin Neighborhood Park is the removal of the fenced-in dog

area. The tending of this ecologically unstable land is directly threatened by the taxing and erosive

presence of the dog park. The loss of vegetation on the southwest side of the park has caused the hill to

lose structural integrity. The 2006 Canine Social Club project that installed terraced blocks of limestone to

structurally support the hill was unsuccessful, as community concern about erosion had already returned

by the time OWANA conducted the 2008 and 2010 surveys. Additionally, most visitors to the dog park

come by car, parking along Maufrias st, a short dead-end residential road built on top of a spring that

causes shifting ground and accelerated potholes that cannot support the vehicular traffic brought by dog

park visitors. There is no parking lot for the park, leaving commuting visitors (primarily drawn by the dog



park) to park in front of residences and partially on park vegetation. Since the dedication of the leash-free

park there has been consistent argument and tension surrounding dogs that are unleashed outside of the

fenced area, as dog owners may not see any need to put a leash on their dog for the short walk from the

car to the front gate. One time this resulted in someone's dog killing my cat in my front yard, which was a

family tragedy. Finally there is a leash free dog trail connected to Pease Park, which is less than a mile

away from West Austin Neighborhood Park. This piece of land has the ability to accommodate an off

leash dog area and fulfills the need for an off leash dog park in the West Austin residential area.

Environmental Needs

As discussed above, the basin slopes around the park are sliding down despite restraining

attempts by the retaining walls. Additionally, areas around the baseball field, west exit, and south exit are

scorched and have lost all rich soil. Drought, global climate worsening, and urbanization have reduced the

amount of mature shade trees in the area. Through this plan I hope to increase ecological density, stabilize

the topsoil, encourage tree growth, and help revitalize the eroded dog park area. To prevent erosion and

slipping in the hills of the park we need to both stabilize the soil through the planting of native,

deep-rooting clump grasses and fill the bottom of the basin with dense vegetation and nutrient-rich soil.

By strengthening the ground with clump grass and supporting the hill from the bottom, the erosive flow of

the park.

Community Needs

Community engagement across all demographics of park goers is crucial to the success of the

park in serving every neighbor. The prospectus aims to foster socializing and relationship building by

removing fences and barriers, creating more resting and conversation spaces, and making the park more

supportive of houseless guests.

Academics in the social sciences and humanities are attempting to identify infrastructural design

actions and maintenance practices that encourage strong, healthy, successful communities that are better

protected from displacement and gentrification. These studies and surveys show that there is a direct

correlation between new construction and additions to the park and long-term community members

feeling unwelcome in the space.15 To prevent that community disenfranchisement, this prospectus will

prioritize rehabilitation of existing spaces over new construction.

15 Green Gentrification and Health: A Scoping Review. International Journal of Environmental Research
and Public Health 18, no. 3 (2021): 907. doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/ijerph18030907.
http://remote.slc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/green-gentrification-health-s
coping-review/docview/2480799691/se-2.

http://remote.slc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/green-gentrification-health-scoping-review/docview/2480799691/se-2
http://remote.slc.edu/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/green-gentrification-health-scoping-review/docview/2480799691/se-2


Vision, Goals, Objectives and Action Items

The following action items are necessary for the continued wellbeing of the park and the surrounding

community:

● New picnic tables, grills, and benches

● Dismantle the dog park area and remove fences

● Restorative planting/enhance mud puddle

● Expand resources made available at shelter house

The following efforts would elevate the use and care of the park by the community, including those not

always included in planning efforts (unhoused neighbors and those with unstable housing, older youth,

etc.) :

● New basketball court

● Relocate and expand garden with repurposed irrigation tank

● Install public shower facilities

● Remove the fence around the pool and replace it with a safety covering for the pool when not in

use.

Several other interesting project proposals to elevate the use of the space have been made by FOWAP in

their master plan. These action items are outlined in the 3rd phase of the prospectus below.

PROSPECTUS PHASES

The preliminary phases are low-cost and focused on letting the natural environment work with the plan on

healing and repair. Part of the idea is halting big new, high-maintenance and high-cost initiatives.

Stage 1: Decomposition

During this stage we will first address the “decomposition” of some of the man made structures

that are obstacles for the park’s healing. The fence surrounding the dog park, the small fence separating

the garden and ballfield, and the fence along 9th st. will be removed- this leaves only the fence

surrounding the pool (see stage 3).  By removing fences from the park we rescind our imposition of

spatial restriction and controlled boundaries on the land and allow the community to fully engage in

coexisting as an interconnected ecosystem. We cannot best support community building by dividing

groups based on interest and lifestyle.  Further structural decomposition will be achieved through adding

relief cracks to the retaining walls in the area between the swings and 9th Street that are buckling under

the flow of the dirt. By breaking the stressed walls into smaller pieces we stop fighting against the desires



of the land and let the hill shift into a stable position that will not require frequent maintenance and

construction of retaining walls put under high ecological stress. These projects will take place during

summer 2023.

In the fall of 2023 the natural decomposition aspect of the phase will begin. All landscaping,

mowing, raking or tending of the parklands outside of the pool, plaza, playscape and swings areas will be

halted for one year. No organic materials will be removed from the park landscape during this time. The

park will be allowed to shift, settle, and rest to rejuvenate before the sowing stage of the prospectus.

Stage 2: Sowing

In the fall of 2024 implementation of the sowing stage will begin. Once the heat has broken, new

tree saplings and native clump grasses will be planted across the park and the new community garden can

be established around the cistern to benefit from the support of the irrigation system. Additionally, two

new picnic tables,  11 new benches, three new grills, and a new water feature with opportunities for

community art engagement will be sown into the landscape to support community building and

opportunities to rest in nature (see prospectus map for locations).

Finally, a community free pantry will be established at the shelter house where neighbors can

offer out and receive useful items by bolting a shelf to the wall of the building. Baskets with available

period and personal hygiene products will be placed in both bathrooms (which will have new

gender-neutral signage - they are single stall units), and it will be the responsibility of the community to

stock these provisions until city-provided resources are made available.

Stage 3: Growth

New projects can begin to be implemented in conjunction with regular land maintenance.  Potential

growth projects might include:

● Taking down the fences around the pool and replacing them with a safety pool cover that can be

put in place when the pool is closed

● Constructing a new multi-sport court where the tennis courts used to be that features two

basketball hoops and a removable net

● Building a “natural playground” geared towards older children as outlined in the FOWAP

Conceptual Master Plan

● Removing the single basketball hoop on the plaza and building a public shower facility and

additional bathroom in its place

● More picnic tables and benches as needed!



I, Elan Retzlaff, respectfully submit this Recollective Prospectus for West Austin Park, located at 1317 W.

10th St., bordered by W. 9th St., Maufrais St., and W. 9 ½ st. I acknowledge the April 2012 City of Austin

resolution that an approved master plan needs to be in place before any amenities can be added or altered

and explain below why I chose a recollective approach instead of a master planning process for this

prospectus. I firmly believe that not only does the prospectus fulfill the city’s requirement of providing a

project outline and timeline, but surpasses the master plan in consideration of the needs of the community

and landscape by including critical analysis of the history of this land, it’s inhabitants, and the larger

cultural landscape of the Austin area.
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